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1. ≈—°…≥–°“√ª√–°Õ∫∏ÿ√°‘®¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
- Õÿµ “À°√√¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕßÀÕ¡

∫√‘…—∑œ ¥”‡π‘π∏ÿ√°‘®„π°“√®”Àπà“¬º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¡“π—∫·µà∫√‘…—∑‡√‘Ë¡¥”‡π‘πß“π„πªï 2507 ¿“¬„µâ‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß
PIAS ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ BRAND ®“°≠’ËªÿÉπ πÕ°®“°π’È∫√‘…—∑œ ¬—ßπ” BRAND FOLTENE º≈‘µ¿—≥±å°“√¥Ÿ·≈‡ âπº¡®“°Õ‘µ“≈’¡“®”Àπà“¬ µ—Èß·µà
ªï 2531 ªï 2533 ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡ BRAND PURE CARE ´÷Ëß¡ÿàß‡πâπ°≈ÿà¡ SKIN CARE ‡ªìπÀ≈—° 80% ‡¢â“¡“‡ √‘¡ µàÕ¡“‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡ BRAND
SHEENÉ „πªï 2536 ·≈– BRAND ARTY PROFESSIONAL BY BSC „πªï 2540 HONEI V „πªï 2542 ·≈–„πª≈“¬ªï 2543  √â“ß
BRAND BSC PURE CARE ·∑π PURE CARE ‡¥‘¡ ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß BRAND ·≈–æ—≤π“„Àâ·¢Áß·°√àß¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ BRAND ¢Õß∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ
 Àæ—≤πå‡Õß ·≈–≈à“ ÿ¥ªï 2545 ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â √â“ß BRAND ST. ANDREWS ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ BRAND Àπ÷Ëß¢Õß∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå

- Õÿµ “À°√√¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π ÿ¿“æ µ√’
™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’∑’Ë∫√‘…—∑œ ‡ªìπºŸâ®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ¡’∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ 7 ·∫√π¥å¥â«¬°—π §◊Õ WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VARIANCE, VANITY

FAIR, POPLINE ·≈– KULLASTRI ´÷Ëß≈â«π‡ªìπº≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫°“√¬Õ¡√—∫®“°µ≈“¥∑—Èß„π¥â“π™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß·≈–§ÿ≥¿“æ ¥â«¬§«“¡√Ÿâ
§«“¡™”π“≠·≈–ª√– ∫°“√≥å„π¥â“π™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’¡“À≈“¬ªï ®÷ß¡’°“√æ—≤π“º≈‘µ¿—≥±åÕ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ∑—Èß√Ÿª·∫∫∑’Ë∑—π ¡—¬ °“√
 «¡„ à∑’ËæÕ¥’°—∫ √’√– ‚¥¬§”π÷ß∂÷ß§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“‡ªìπ ”§—≠ ∑—Èß¬—ß¡’°“√§«∫§ÿ¡§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õß«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫·≈–°√–∫«π°“√º≈‘µ
„Àâ‰¥â¡“µ√∞“π “°≈Õ’°¥â«¬

- Õÿµ “À°√√¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬ ”‡√Á®√Ÿª ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ…
∫√‘…—∑œ ‡ªìπºŸâ®—¥®”Àπà“¬‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬ ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ…¿“¬„µâ BRAND ARROW, EXCELLENCY, GUY LAROCHE, GUY DE

GUY LAROCHE, DAKS, ELLE HOMME, LACOSTE, GETAWAY, ZAZCH, BSC2001, BSC EX, ST.ANDREWS, MARINER,
GUNZE, MIZUNO, LE COQ SPORTIF ‚¥¬¡’™àÕß∑“ß®—¥®”Àπà“¬À≈—° §◊Õ Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“∑—Èß„π°√ÿß‡∑æ ·≈–µà“ß®—ßÀ«—¥ ∑’Ë¡’æπ—°ß“π
¢“¬ª√–®”‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ§”·π–π”º≈‘µ¿—≥±å·≈–„Àâ∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬·≈–¡’°“√¢¬“¬™àÕß∑“ß°“√®”Àπà“¬‡¢â“‰ª„πÀâ“ß¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å¥â«¬

2. ‚§√ß √â“ß√“¬‰¥â¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
∫√‘…—∑œ ª√–°Õ∫°‘®°“√µ—«·∑π®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“Õÿª‚¿§∫√‘‚¿§„π°≈ÿà¡∏ÿ√°‘®‡¥’¬«°—π ®÷ß‰¡à¡’π—¬ ”§—≠„π°“√‡ªî¥‡º¬ —¥ à«π√“¬‰¥â

®”·π°µ“¡°≈ÿà¡∏ÿ√°‘®

3. °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß∑’Ë ”§—≠„πªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“¢Õß≈—°…≥–°“√ª√–°Õ∫∏ÿ√°‘®
3.1 Õÿµ “À°√√¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕßÀÕ¡

- ≈—°…≥–º≈‘µ¿—≥±å
∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â √â“ß BRAND ST.ANDREWS ‡æ◊ËÕæ—≤π“„Àâ·¢Áß·°√àß¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ BRAND ¢Õß∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πåÕ’° BRAND

Àπ÷Ëß‚¥¬ BRAND ST.ANDREWS „π à«π¢Õß‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–πÈ”ÀÕ¡®–¡ÿàßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å„π°≈ÿà¡ PERSONAL CARE ‡ªìπÀ≈—° ‰¥â·°à ª√–‡¿∑
≈‘ª¡—π ·≈–ª√–‡¿∑ TOILETERIES ‡™àπ §√’¡Õ“∫πÈ” ·™¡æŸ ‚≈™—Ëπ∑“º‘« ‡ªìπµâπ

BRAND BSC PURE CARE  ”À√—∫°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬Õ“¬ÿ 20 ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª πÕ°®“°¡’º≈‘µ¿—≥±åÀ≈—°‡ªìπ SKIN CARE ·≈–
MAKE UP ·≈â« ¬—ß‰¥âæ—≤π“ ·≈–¢¬“¬ Ÿà CATEGORY ¢Õß PERSONAL CARE ª√–‡¿∑ TOILETERIES ‚¥¬æ—≤π“ CONCEPT ¢Õß
AROMATHERAPY ·≈– NANOTECHNOLOGY ´÷Ëß‡ªìππ«—µ°√√¡„À¡à∑’Ë™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡§ÿ≥¿“æ ·≈–ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ„Àâº≈‘µ¿—≥±å∫”√ÿßº‘«¥â«¬
Õπÿ¿“§∑’Ë‡≈Á°¡“°¢π“¥ 1 „π· π‡∑à“¢Õß‡ âπº¡ ∑”„Àâ “√Õ“À“√®“°§√’¡∫”√ÿßº‘« “¡“√∂ ´÷¡≈÷° ´÷¡‡√Á«≈ß Ÿàº‘« ·≈–∫”√ÿßº‘«‰¥âÕ¬à“ß
‡µÁ¡∑’Ë

- °“√µ≈“¥
‚¥¬¿“æ√«¡¢ÕßΩÉ“¬‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–πÈ”ÀÕ¡ π—Èπ‰¥â„ÀâπÈ”Àπ—°¢Õßπ«—µ°√√¡µà“ßÊ Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‚¥¬‡©æ“–„π‡√◊ËÕß

¢Õß·ªÑß‡§â° ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕ√—°…“§«“¡‡ªìπºŸâπ”„πµ≈“¥·ªÑß‡§â°Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ¥—ß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â®“°°“√∑’Ë PIAS «“ßµ≈“¥·ªÑß‡§â°∑’Ë¡’
§«“¡ “¡“√∂„π°“√ª°ªî¥ 3 √–¥—∫ ∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡°—∫ ¿“æº‘«∑’Ë·µ°µà“ß°—π¢ÕßºŸâÀ≠‘ß‰∑¬ À√◊Õ°“√∑’Ë SHEENÉ «“ßµ≈“¥ SHEENÉ FACE
POWDER ·ªÑßæ—ø‰¡àº ¡√Õßæ◊Èπ 3 ‚∑π ’  ”À√—∫°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬Õ“¬ÿ 15-18 ªï πÕ°®“°π’È SHEENÉ ¬—ß√ÿ°‡¢â“‰ª„πµ≈“¥ MASS ‡™àπ

Nature of Business

≈— ° … ≥ – ° “ √ ª √ – ° Õ ∫ ∏ÿ √ °‘ ®

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
Youthful stamina overflows. It should be used to its highest potential.



We make people happy and beautiful.
‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π
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SUPERMARKET ¥â«¬°“√ LAUNCH SHEENÉ OIL FREE FOAM ‚ø¡∑’Ë¡’π«—µ°√√¡¢Õß “√ °—¥®“°™“‡™’¬«∑’Ë™à«¬§«∫§ÿ¡§«“¡¡—π
‰¡à∑”„Àâ„∫Àπâ“·Àâßµ÷ß

PRODUCT INNOVATION ∑’Ë‚¥¥‡¥àπ ‰¥â·°à °“√ LAUNCH º≈‘µ¿—≥±å BSC PURE CARE ™ÿ¥ AGE EXPERT SERIES ∑’Ë
π”‡Õ“‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’Õ—π∑—π ¡—¬ Õ—π‰¥â·°à π“‚π‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’¡“ºπ«°°—∫ “√ °—¥®“°‡° √∫—«À≈«ß (LOTUS SPIRIT) ™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ
„π°“√∫”√ÿßº‘« ·≈–≈¥‡≈◊Õπ√‘È«√Õ¬‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡ÀÁπº≈¢÷Èπ ·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ„π°“√µàÕµâ“πÕπÿ¡Ÿ≈Õ‘ √–‰¥â¥’°«à“™“‡¢’¬«∂÷ß 3 ‡∑à“ ·≈–
¡’°“√®¥Õπÿ ‘∑∏‘∫—µ√ °“√„™â “√ °—¥®“°‡° √∫—«À≈«ß ‡ªìπ “√·Õπµ’ÈÕÕ°´‘‡¥π∑å„πº≈‘µ¿—≥±å¬“ Õ“À“√‡ √‘¡ ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß „π
ªï 2545 ·≈–®–‰¥â√—∫Õπÿ ‘∑∏‘∫—µ√¿“¬„π‡¥◊Õπ¡°√“§¡ 2548 π’È ∑”„Àâ‡° √∫—«À≈«ß‡ªìπ≈‘¢ ‘∑∏‘Ï‡¥’¬«¢Õß‡¡◊Õß‰∑¬∑’Ë BSC PURE CARE ‰¥â
®¥ ‘∑∏‘∫—µ√‡ªìπ∑√—æ¬å ‘π∑“ßªí≠≠“¢Õß§π‰∑¬

- ¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—π
Õ“®æ‘®“√≥“¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—πµ“¡™àÕß∑“ß®—¥®”Àπà“¬‰¥â¥—ßπ’È
1. COUNTER SALE ¡’°“√π” INTERBRAND „π°≈ÿà¡ ‘π§â“æ√’‡¡’Ë¬¡‡¢â“¡“®”Àπà“¬„πÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß

‚¥¬¡’°“√¢¬“¬®ÿ¥¢“¬ À√◊Õ‡æ‘Ë¡æ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬ ·≈–‚¶…≥“ºà“π ◊ËÕ‚∑√∑—»πå¡“°¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬„™â PRESENTER  √â“ß·∫√π¥å„Àâ‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ®—°  à«π
·∫√π¥å‡¥‘¡∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà¡’°“√¢¬“¬∞“π≈Ÿ°§â“°≈ÿà¡„À¡à∑’ËÕ“¬ÿπâÕ¬≈ß ·≈–¡ÿàß‡πâπº≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ…¡“°¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“®–
æ‘®“√≥“®“°¬Õ¥¢“¬µàÕæ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬‡ªìπÀ≈—° À“°·∫√π¥å„¥∑’Ë∑”¬Õ¥¢“¬¡“° À√◊Õ‡ªìπ·∫√π¥å∑’ËÀâ“ßœ √â“π π”‡¢â“®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»¥â«¬
µ—«‡Õß °Á®–„Àâ ‘∑∏‘Ï‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß‡À≈à“π—Èπ„π°“√‡≈◊Õ°æ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬ À√◊Õ„Àâº≈ª√–‚¬™πå°àÕπ

2. DISCOUNT STORE ‡π◊ËÕß®“°°“√‡æ‘Ë¡®”π«π “¢“Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ∑—Èß„π‡¢µ·≈–πÕ°‡¢µ‡¡◊Õß¡’º≈µàÕæƒµ‘°√√¡¢Õß
ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§∑’Ë‡ª≈’Ë¬π‰ª∑’Ëπ‘¬¡ ‘π§â“¥’ √“§“∂Ÿ° ‚¥¬‡©æ“–°“√„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ ‡æ◊ËÕ¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§√–¥—∫°≈“ß ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ§π à«π„À≠à¢Õßª√–‡∑»
∑”„Àâ¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å‰¥â√—∫°“√µÕ∫√—∫Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ª√–°Õ∫°—∫°“√∑ÿà¡‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ¡À“»“≈ ‡æ◊ËÕ¢¬“¬ “¢“ ·≈–≈ß∑ÿπ‡√◊ËÕß√–∫∫°“√
®—¥°“√µà“ßÊ„Àâ¡’√Ÿª·∫∫∑’Ë¢“¬§«“¡ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å·∫∫§√∫«ß®√ §â“ª≈’°·π«¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å®÷ß∑√ßÕ‘∑∏‘æ≈ ¥â«¬Õ”π“®°“√µàÕ√Õß∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà„π¡◊Õ
∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√‡√’¬°√âÕßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå„π‡™‘ß√ÿ° ·≈–¥”‡π‘π°“√„π√Ÿª·∫∫µà“ßÊ ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“µâÕß√—∫¿“√–°“√·¢àß¢—π‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ ‡°‘¥
‡ªìπµâπ∑ÿπ°“√¢“¬ À√◊Õµâπ∑ÿπ°“√µ≈“¥∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ √«¡∂÷ß¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å ¡’≈—°…≥–‡ªìπ°“√≈ß∑ÿπ¢â“¡™“µ‘ ∑’Ë¡’√–∫∫°“√ªî¥√Õ∫∫—≠™’∑’Ë
‰¡à‡ªìπ·∫∫ªïµàÕªï ∑”„Àâ “¡“√∂¢¬“¬∞“π°“√‡ªî¥ “¢“‰¥âÕ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß

º≈°√–∑∫ §◊Õ ´—ææ≈“¬‡ÕÕ√å À√◊Õ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“ ∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢ ‚¥¬‡°‘¥ª√–‚¬™πå°—∫°≈ÿà¡¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å¡“°°«à“ ·∑π∑’Ë
®–‡ªìπ°“√µ°≈ßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå®“°∑—Èß 2 ΩÉ“¬·∫∫ WIN-WIN SITUATION ·≈–‡π◊ËÕß®“°¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å≈¥√“§“µË”°«à“ªÑ“¬ ‡ªìπ
 ‘Ëß¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§ ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“µâÕß√—∫¿“√–°“√∂Ÿ°√ÿ°„π°“√‡√’¬°√âÕß‡√◊ËÕß°“√„Àâ à«π≈¥°“√§â“∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ¡’‚Õ°“ ¢“¬„πÀâ“ßœ π—Èπ

À“°º≈‘µ¿—≥±å„¥¡’¬Õ¥¢“¬‰¡à‡ªìπ‰ªµ“¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬ º≈‘µ¿—≥±åπ—Èπ°Á®–∂Ÿ°æ‘®“√≥“µ—¥∑Õπæ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬‰ª„π∑’Ë ÿ¥ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªî¥
‚Õ°“ „Àâ°—∫ BRAND Õ◊Ëπ À√◊Õπ” ‘π§â“‡Œâ“ å·∫√π¥å¡“·∑π∑’Ë ª√–°Õ∫°—∫√–∫∫°“√®—¥°“√§â“ª≈’°√Ÿª·∫∫„À¡à ‡™àπ »Ÿπ¬å°√–®“¬ ‘π§â“
∑”„Àâ°“√∫√‘À“√æ◊Èπ∑’Ë∫π‡™≈øá¡’§«“¡√«¥‡√Á«¡“°  ‘π§â“∑’Ë‰¡à‡ªìπ∑’ËµâÕß°“√®–∂Ÿ°°”®—¥ÕÕ°‰ªÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ¢≥–∑’Ë®–‡À≈◊Õæ◊Èπ∑’Ë„Àâ°—∫
 ‘π§â“∑’Ë¡’ à«π·∫àß°“√µ≈“¥µ‘¥Õ—π¥—∫ 1-3 ·≈– ‘π§â“∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡Œâ“ å·∫√π¥å ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“µâÕß√—∫§à“„™â®à“¬∑’Ë‡ªìπµâπ∑ÿπ„π°“√¢“¬ ·≈–
°“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬¡“°¢÷Èπ„π‡™‘ß√—∫µ≈Õ¥‡«≈“

- „π¿“æ√«¡ ‡°‘¥®“°°“√√à«¡¡◊Õ°—π∑—Ë«‚≈° ‚¥¬°“√√«¡µ—«°—π‡ªìπ°≈ÿà¡°“√§â“ À√◊Õ°≈ÿà¡∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘® ∑—Èß„π√–¥—∫‚≈°
‡™àπ Õß§å°“√§â“‚≈° (WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION À√◊Õ WTO) ·≈–√–¥—∫¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§ ‡™àπ APEC ¡’º≈∑”„Àâ°”·æß¿“…’≈¥≈ß ∑”„Àâ
°≈ÿà¡§Ÿà§â“„πª√–‡∑»‡Õß°Á‡°‘¥°“√·¢àß¢—π Ÿß ‡°‘¥°“√≈¥µâπ∑ÿπ ‡æ‘Ë¡√“§“ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ·¢àß¢—π°—∫ ‘π§â“∑’Ëπ”‡¢â“®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‰¥â

- ¬—ß¡’ªí®®—¬Õ◊Ëπ∑’Ë àßº≈°√–∑∫ ‡™àπ °“√·¢àß¢—π·¬àß°”≈—ß°“√´◊ÈÕ¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§µà“ß∏ÿ√°‘® (Generic Competition) πÕ°‡Àπ◊Õ
®“°‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ‡™àπ ∫â“π √∂¬πµå ·≈–¡◊Õ∂◊Õ ‡ªìπµâπ

- °“√®—¥À“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
- „π·ßà°“√º≈‘µ ªí®®ÿ∫—πº≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¢Õß∫√‘…—∑∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ ¬—ß§ßº≈‘µ„πª√–‡∑» 90%  à«π„À≠à®“°∫√‘…—∑

Õ‘π‡µÕ√å‡π™—Ëπ·π≈ ·≈∫∫Õ√“∑Õ√’ å ®”°—¥ ·≈–∫√‘…—∑ ‡Õ  ·Õπ¥å ‡® Õ‘π‡µÕ√å‡π™—Ëπ·π≈ ‡Õπ‡µÕ√å‰æ√ å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ∫√‘…—∑
„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå ¥â«¬¡“µ√∞“π°“√º≈‘µ¢Õß ISO 9002 ·≈–π”‡¢â“®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»√«¡√âÕ¬≈– 10

- „π·ßà¢Õß°“√æ—≤π“ PRODUCT ®–„™â·π«∑“ß·∫∫ GLOBAL SOURCING §◊Õ °“√· «ßÀ“ Ÿµ√«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫ (INGREDIENT)
·≈–∫√√®ÿ¿—≥±å®“°∑—Ë«∑ÿ°¡ÿ¡‚≈°

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“
™π–„®¡‘µ√·≈–»—µ√Ÿ‰¥â §◊ÕºŸâ™π–∑’Ë·∑â®√‘ß
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- ·π«‚πâ¡¿“«–Õÿµ “À°√√¡·≈–°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕπ“§µ
ªïπ’È‡ªìπªï∑’Ëµ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¬—ß§ß¡’Õ—µ√“‚µ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπª√–¡“≥ 10% ¡’º≈„Àâ¡Ÿ≈§à“‚¥¬√«¡Õ¬Ÿàª√–¡“≥ 27,000 ≈â“π∫“∑

´÷Ëß„πªï 2548 ∑’Ë®–¡“∂÷ß °“√·¢àß¢—π„πµ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß®–∑«’§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°ºŸâº≈‘µ„πª√–‡∑»µâÕß·¢àß¢—π°—∫ºŸâπ”‡¢â“
‚¥¬∑’ËºŸâº≈‘µ„πª√–‡∑»‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß®“°¿“§√—∞πâÕ¬≈ß ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ—µ√“¿“…’π”‡¢â“¢Õß°≈ÿà¡ª√–‡∑»Õ“‡´’¬πÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë 5% ª√–°Õ∫°—∫
æƒµ‘°√√¡¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§∑’Ë‡ª≈’Ë¬π‰ª¡’ BRAND LOYALTY ≈¥πâÕ¬≈ß ·≈–¡’·π«‚πâ¡‰¡à¬÷¥µ‘¥°—∫·∫√π¥å„¥·∫√π¥åÀπ÷Ëß ‚¥¬‡≈◊Õ°
º≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑’Ë‡À¡– ¡°—∫µ—«‡Õß‡ªìπÀ≈—° πÕ°®“°π’È ¬—ß¢“¥°“√ π—∫ πÿπ®“°¿“§√—∞„π·ßà¢Õß°“√«‘®—¬ (RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT)
·≈–‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’µà“ßÊ „Àâ°—∫ºŸâº≈‘µ„πª√–‡∑» ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑ºŸâº≈‘µ„π‰∑¬µâÕßπ”‡¢â“ ·≈–æ÷Ëßæ“‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»„π¥â“πµà“ßÊ
µ≈Õ¥¡“ √«¡∂÷ß√“§“πÈ”¡—π∑’Ëª√—∫µ—« Ÿß¢÷Èπ ∑”„Àâ√“§“ ‘π§â“„π à«πµ≈“¥√–¥—∫°≈“ßµâÕßª√—∫µ—«µ“¡¥â«¬

3.2 Õÿµ “À°√√¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π ÿ¿“æ µ√’
- ≈—°…≥–º≈‘µ¿—≥±å

∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â¡’°“√π”‡ πÕº≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π„À¡à ¿“¬„µâ·∫√π¥å BSC
- °“√µ≈“¥

„™â°“√µ≈“¥‚¥¬‡πâπ∑’Ë°“√µÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§‡ªìπÀ≈—° ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â √â“ß √√§åº≈‘µ¿—≥±åÕ—π∑√ß§ÿ≥§à“
∫πæ◊Èπ∞“π®“°°“√»÷°…“«‘®—¬æƒµ‘°√√¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§·≈– √’√–¢ÕßºŸâÀ≠‘ß‰∑¬ ‡æ◊ËÕµÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§‰¥âÕ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß
°“√‡µ‘∫‚µ°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬º≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π¢Õß∫√‘…—∑œ ‡πâπ°≈¬ÿ∑∏å Concentration Growth ‚¥¬‡πâπ∑—Èß„π¥â“π°“√‡µ‘∫‚µ·π«µ—Èß
(Vertical Growth) ´÷Ëß®–‡πâπ‰ª¬—ß¥â“π “¬°“√º≈‘µ ·≈–™àÕß∑“ß°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ´÷Ëß∫√‘…—∑œ ®–¡’§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å„°≈â™‘¥°—∫‚√ßß“πºŸâº≈‘µ
‡æ◊ËÕ∑”ß“π√à«¡°—π „π¥â“π¢Õß°“√≈¥µâπ∑ÿπ°“√º≈‘µ °“√§«∫§ÿ¡¥Ÿ·≈«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫·≈– ‘π§â“§ß‡À≈◊Õ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‰¥â¡“´÷Ëßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå√à«¡°—π
 Ÿß ÿ¥ ·≈–‡µ‘∫‚µ„π·π«√“∫ (Horizontal Growth) ´÷Ëß®–‡πâπ‰ª¬—ß°“√¢¬“¬ “¬º≈‘µ¿—≥±å (Product Line) ‰ª„Àâ§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡∑ÿ°§«“¡
µâÕß°“√„πµ≈“¥ ‚¥¬„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å STP (Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning)

1. °≈¬ÿ∑∏åº≈‘µ¿—≥±å ∫√‘…—∑¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√æ—≤π“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å§ÿ≥¿“æ ‚¥¬·∫àß√Ÿª·∫∫ ‘π§â“ÕÕ°‡ªìπ 3 °≈ÿà¡ ¥—ßπ’È
-  ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡ Function ∑’ËµÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§ „π¥â“πµà“ßÊ ‡™àπ¥â“π √’√–, ¥â“π«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å°“√„™â

À√◊Õ¥â“π‡∑§π‘§æ‘‡»…„π°“√µ—¥‡¬Á∫ ‚¥¬∫√‘…—∑œ ®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ ·≈–µâÕßµÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√¥â“πµà“ßÊ ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß
-  ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡ Fashion ∑’ËµÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√∑“ß¥â“πÕ“√¡≥å §«“¡™◊Ëπ™Õ∫„π™à«ß‡«≈“„π‡«≈“Àπ÷Ëß ‚¥¬∫√‘…—∑œ

®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“‚¥¬§”π÷ß∂÷ß ¡—¬π‘¬¡ ·≈–§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢Õßµ≈“¥Õ¬à“ß∑—π∑à«ß∑’
-  ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡π«—µ°√√¡ ‡ªìπ°“√ √â“ß √√§å ‘π§â“„Àâ‡ªìπ∑’Ë π„®„π§«“¡·ª≈°„À¡à ‰¡à‡§¬¡’„§√∑”¡“°àÕπ Õ“∑‘

™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π‰√â¢Õ∫¬“ß°≈ÿà¡ Feel Free, ¬°∑√ß‡æ◊ËÕ°“√ÕÕ°°”≈—ß°“¬∑’Ë¡’°≈‘Ëπ ·≈– “√º≈—¥‡´≈≈åº‘«®“° WACOAL À√◊Õ°“√„ à “√‡æ◊ËÕ
ªÑÕß°“√·∫§∑’‡√’¬ Heyaboshi ‡ªìπµâπ

2. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ °“√µ—Èß√“§“ ‘π§â“„πªí®®ÿ∫—π‡πâπ∑’Ë§«“¡‡À¡“– ¡ °”≈—ß´◊ÈÕ¢Õß°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬À≈—°¢Õß·µà≈–·∫√π¥å,
¿“æ≈—°…≥å¢Õß ‘π§â“, µâπ∑ÿπ°“√º≈‘µ, ·≈–µâπ∑ÿπ¥â“π°“√µ≈“¥‡ªìπæ◊Èπ∞“π ‚¥¬§”π÷ß∂÷ß°“√ √â“ß§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„®„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“ Ÿß ÿ¥

3. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√®”Àπà“¬·≈–™àÕß∑“ß°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â®—¥®”Àπà“¬º≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’ºà“π‡§“πå‡µÕ√å‡´≈≈å
(COUNTER SALE) ¡’æπ—°ß“π¢“¬§Õ¬„Àâ∫√‘°“√ ≥ ‡§“πå‡µÕ√å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»„π 3 ™àÕß∑“ß ·°à Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“, ¥‘ ‡§“π∑å ‚µ√å
·≈–√â“π§â“∑—Ë«‰ª ‚¥¬®–‡πâπ°“√®—¥À“æ◊Èπ∑’Ë∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡°—∫ ‘π§â“§«∫§Ÿà‰ª¥â«¬ ‡æ‘Ë¡™àÕß∑“ß°“√¢“¬ ‘π§â“‡©æ“–°≈ÿà¡ ‡™àπ Sport Bra
´÷Ëß‰¥â¡’°“√‡®√®“‡æ◊ËÕ≈ß ‘π§â“¢“¬„π∫√‘‡«≥æ◊Èπ∑’Ë°’Ã“ À√◊Õ Specialty Store ‡æ◊ËÕ°≈ÿà¡ ‘π§â“ ”À√—∫ÕÕ°°”≈—ß°“¬‚¥¬‡©æ“–

4. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√‚¶…≥“·≈– àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬
4.1 °“√‚¶…≥“

‡πâπ°“√„™â ◊ËÕ∑’Ë‡ªìπ MASS MEDIA  “¡“√∂‡¢â“∂÷ß°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬„π«ß°«â“ß ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß¿“æ≈—°…≥å·≈–§«“¡
‡™◊ËÕ¡—Ëπ„πº≈‘µ¿—≥±å ‰¥â·°à π‘µ¬ “√, ªÑ“¬√∂‡¡≈å ·≈–Àπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå‡ªìπµâπ

4.2 °“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏åºà“π ◊ËÕ IT
ªí®®ÿ∫—π°√–· §«“¡µ◊Ëπµ—«„π ◊ËÕ IT ‡æ‘Ë¡ Ÿß¢÷Èπ ∫√‘…—∑œ ‡ÀÁπª√–‚¬™πå„π°“√„™â ◊ËÕ IT „π°“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å ®÷ß

‰¥â®—¥∑” WEBSITE ¢÷Èπ‡æ◊ËÕª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏åº≈‘µ¿—≥±å„À¡à ·≈–¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√Õ—π∑—π ¡—¬„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‰¥â¡’ªØ‘ —¡æ—π∏å°—∫∫√‘…—∑¡“°¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ
Õ—π®–π”¡“´÷Ëß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏åÕ—π¥’ ‡°‘¥§«“¡ª√–∑—∫„®„πµ—« ‘π§â“·≈–°àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥æƒµ‘°√√¡°“√´◊ÈÕµ“¡¡“„πÕπ“§µ

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
One who wins friends and foes is the true winner.



We make people happy and beautiful.
‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π
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4.3 °“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬
- ®—¥°‘®°√√¡æ‘‡»…·≈– √â“ß∫√√¬“°“» ≥ æ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬‡æ◊ËÕ¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥§«“¡ π„®¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ ·≈–‡ªìπ°“√°√–µÿâπ¬Õ¥¢“¬

 ‘π§â“„Àâ‡æ‘Ë¡ Ÿß¢÷Èπ
- °“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬ºà“π ◊ËÕ‚¶…≥“ ‡™àπ °“√·®°§ŸªÕß‡æ◊ËÕ‡√’¬°„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‡¢â“¡“∑’Ëæ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬ À√◊Õ°“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å

„π‡√◊ËÕß‚ª√‚¡™—Ëπ ¡π“§ÿ≥æ‘‡»…µà“ßÊ ºà“π ◊ËÕÕ¬à“ßÀπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå ·≈– àß¢âÕ§«“¡‚∑√»—æ∑å¡◊Õ∂◊Õ ‡ªìπµâπ
- °“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬¥â«¬°“√·∂¡ ‘π§â“∑’ËÕÕ°„À¡à ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√·π–π”„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‰¥â√Ÿâ®—°°—∫º≈‘µ¿—≥±åπ«—µ°√√¡®“°

·∫√π¥å«“‚°â ºŸâº≈‘µ¬°∑√ß ”À√—∫πÕπ√“¬·√°„πª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ µâÕß°“√·π–π”„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“ ·≈–À≠‘ß‰∑¬‰¥â√Ÿâ®—°°—∫¬°∑√ß™π‘¥π’È ´÷Ëß¡’
§ÿ≥≈—°…≥–„π°“√ª°ªÑÕß∑√«ßÕ°¢≥–πÕπÀ≈—∫

4.4 °‘®°√√¡√à«¡°—∫√â“π§â“
 √â“ß —¡æ—π∏¿“æ°—∫√â“π§â“ ‡™àπ °“√®—¥‚§√ß°“√ çLetûs Sexy Get Bonusé √à«¡°—∫Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ ROBINSON

‚¥¬„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“∑’Ë´◊ÈÕ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π‡¢â“√à«¡ – ¡ µ‘Í°‡°Õ√å‡æ◊ËÕ·≈°√—∫¢Õß√“ß«—≈∑’Ëπà“ π„® ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√ √â“ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏åÕ—π¥’√–À«à“ß‡®â“¢Õß
º≈‘µ¿—≥±å Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“·≈–≈Ÿ°§â“

5. °“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√·≈–°“√√—∫ª√–°—π
°“√∫√‘°“√‚¥¬æπ—°ß“π¢“¬∑’Ë¡’§«“¡‡™’Ë¬«™“≠¥â“π √’√–‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ§”·π–π”°“√„ à ‘π§â“„Àâ‡À¡“– ¡°—∫ √’√–∑’Ë∂Ÿ°µâÕß

‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‡°‘¥§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® Ÿß ÿ¥„π§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å ·≈–¬‘π¥’√—∫‡ª≈’Ë¬π ‘π§â“ À√◊Õ´àÕ¡ ‘π§â“∑’Ë∑”„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‰¡àæ÷ßæÕ„®„π
§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å

- ¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—π
1.  ¿“æ°“√·¢àß¢—π

 ¿“«–‡»√…∞°‘®„π™à«ß∑’Ëºà“π¡“¡’·π«‚πâ¡„π∑“ß∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ ·¡â¡’°“√™≈Õµ—«∫â“ß®“° ¿“«°“√≥åπÈ”¡—π√“§“ Ÿß ·µà
º≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’‡ªìπ ‘π§â“∑’Ë ÿ¿“æ µ√’∑ÿ°§π®–µâÕß„™â„π™’«‘µª√–®”«—π ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß‡ ◊ÈÕ™—Èπ„π·≈–°“ß‡°ß™—Èπ„π ‚¥¬
„π à«π¢Õßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å°≈ÿà¡π’È ¬—ß§ß‡ªìπµ—«∑”√“¬‰¥âÀ≈—°‰¥âÕ¬à“ß ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ πÕ°®“°π’È∫√‘…—∑œ ¬—ß‡ÀÁπ∂÷ß§«“¡ ”§—≠¢Õß ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡Õ◊Ëπ
∑’Ë∂◊Õ‡ªìπ à«π‡ √‘¡„Àâ°—∫ ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡™ÿ¥™—Èπ„ππ’È ‡™àπ™ÿ¥∫—ß∑√ß (Lingerie) ·≈–°≈ÿà¡™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π‡æ◊ËÕ®—¥æ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß√Ÿª√à“ß (Foundation)
®”æ«°™ÿ¥∫Õ¥’È Ÿ∑,  ‡µ¬å ‡ªìπµâπ ∫√‘…—∑œ °Á¬—ß§ß√—°…“‰«â‰¥âÕ¬à“ß¡—Ëπ§ß‡™àπ°—π

°“√·¢àß¢—π¢Õß ‘π§â“™ÿ¥™—Èπ„πºŸâ§â“∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬®–¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√·¢àß¢—π∑’Ë§”π÷ß∂÷ßµ—«≈Ÿ°§â“‡ªìπ ”§—≠ (Customer Respon-
siveness) ¥—ßπ’È

1. §«“¡¡ÿàß¡—Ëπ¥â“πµ—« ‘π§â“ (Production) ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâº≈‘µ¿—≥±å¡’À≈“¬ ‰µ≈å‡æ◊ËÕµÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬
ΩÉ“¬º≈‘µ®–¡’√–∫∫º≈‘µ∑’Ë¬◊¥À¬ÿàπ‰¥â

2. °“√µÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√≈Ÿ°§â“ (Marketing) ¥â«¬‚ª√‚¡™—Ëπ∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬ ∂Ÿ°„®≈Ÿ°§â“
3. °“√®—¥°“√√–∫∫°“√°√–®“¬ ‘π§â“·≈–°“√¢π àß∑’Ë¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ „Àâ∑—π§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ (Logistic

Management)
4. °“√∑”°“√«‘®—¬·≈–æ—≤π“ (R&D)  ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ‡æ◊ËÕ∑√“∫∂÷ß§«“¡µâÕß°“√µ≈“¥∑’Ë·∑â®√‘ß
5. °“√Ωñ°Õ∫√¡æπ—°ß“π¢“¬∂÷ß§«“¡ ”§—≠„π°“√∫√‘°“√≈Ÿ°§â“ (Human Resource)

2. ®”π«π·≈–¢π“¥¢Õß§Ÿà·¢àß¢—π
Õÿµ “À°√√¡™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’‡ªìπÕÿµ “À°√√¡∑’Ë¡’Õÿª √√§„π°“√‡¢â“ Ÿàµ≈“¥ Ÿß ºŸâ‡≈àπ∑’Ë “¡“√∂Õ¬Ÿà√Õ¥‰¥âµâÕß¡’∏ÿ√°‘®∑’Ë

ª√–°Õ∫°‘®°“√§√∫«ß®√ ‡√‘Ë¡µ—Èß·µà°“√π”‡¢â“«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫ °“√º≈‘µ«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫∫“ß à«π °“√µ—¥‡¬Á∫·≈–°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π
¬—ß‡ªìπº≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑’ËºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§§àÕπ¢â“ß¬÷¥µ‘¥°—∫µ√“ ‘π§â“ ¥—ßπ—Èπ°“√ √â“ß Brand Awareness ¬àÕ¡„™â°“√≈ß∑ÿπ¡‘„™àπâÕ¬ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ
™àÕß∑“ß°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬¬—ßµâÕßÕ“»—¬µ—«°≈“ß ‡™àπ Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ À√◊Õ¥‘ ‡§“π∑å ‚µ√å °Á¬—ß‡ªìπ¿“√–∑’Ë¬“°·°à°“√‡®√®“ ¥â«¬ªí®®—¬
‡À≈à“π’È æ∫«à“°“√‡¢â“ Ÿàµ≈“¥¢Õß™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’„À¡à∑”‰¥â‰¡àßà“¬π—° ·¡â§Ÿà·¢àß„π√–¥—∫∑’Ë “¡“√∂‡¢â“™àÕß∑“ß°“√¢“¬‡¥’¬«°—π∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà„π
µ≈“¥ ‡ªìπ§Ÿà·¢àßµ√ß (Direct Competitor) ¡’Õ¬Ÿàª√–¡“≥ 20 ·∫√π¥å ®–¡’°“√·¢àß¢—π°—π Ÿß ·µà‡π◊ËÕß®“°∞“π≈Ÿ°§â“¢Õß°≈ÿà¡·∫√π¥å
 ‘π§â“¿“¬„µâ ICC ∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ 7 ·∫√π¥å§◊Õ WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VARIANCE, VANITY FAIR, POP LINE ·≈– KULLASTRI °Á “¡“√∂
¢¬“¬∞“π≈Ÿ°§â“‰¥â§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§„π∑ÿ°§«“¡µâÕß°“√ ‚¥¬§√Õß à«π·∫àßµ≈“¥®“°™àÕß∑“ß¢“¬À≈—°‡°‘π°«à“ 60%

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“
∑”¥’‡ª√’¬∫°“√‡¥‘π∑«π°√–· πÈ” ∑”™—Ë«‡ª√’¬∫°“√≈Õ¬µ“¡πÈ”
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3.  ∂“π¿“æ·≈–»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√·¢àß¢—π¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕÿµ “À°√√¡™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’Õ¬à“ß‡µÁ¡∑’Ë ‡π◊ËÕß®“°∫√‘…—∑‡ªìπºŸâ®”Àπà“¬™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’

À≈“¬·∫√π¥å¥—ß ∑—Èß¬—ß‡ªìπºŸâ®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“·∫√π¥å WACOAL ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ Brand Leader Õ—π∑√ß§ÿ≥§à“ ‡ªìπ®ÿ¥·¢Áß„Àâ‡°‘¥Õ”π“®„π
°“√‡®√®“µàÕ√Õß¥â“πµà“ßÊ ‡ªìπ°“√‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫°«à“§Ÿà·¢àß√“¬Õ◊Ëπ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–‡¡◊ËÕ·∫√π¥åÕ◊ËπÊ ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà„π§«“¡¥Ÿ·≈¢Õß∫√‘…—∑œ  “¡“√∂
‡ √‘¡ √â“ß√“¬‰¥â ‚¥¬‡°◊ÈÕÀπÿπ°—π„π¥â“π™àÕß«à“ß∑“ß°“√µ≈“¥‰¥â‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’ (Synergy)  àßº≈„Àâ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â√—∫º≈ª√–‚¬™πåÕ¬à“ß‡µÁ¡∑’Ë

- °“√®—¥À“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
º≈‘µ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π µ√’∑’Ë∫√‘…—∑‡ªìπºŸâ®”Àπà“¬∂÷ß 7 ·∫√π¥å ‚¥¬¡’‚√ßß“πºŸâº≈‘µ ”§—≠ 2 ∫√‘…—∑ §◊Õ
1) ∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬«“‚°â ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ºŸâº≈‘µ ‘π§â“ WACOAL, POP LINE
2) ∫√‘…—∑ ¿—∑¬“Õÿµ “À°‘® ®”°—¥  ºŸâº≈‘µ ‘π§â“ VARIANCE, KULLASTRI, VANITY FAIR, BSC, ELLE
∑—Èß Õß∫√‘…—∑π’È¡’ºŸâº≈‘µ«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬ ∫√‘…—∑ ‡∑Á°´å‰∑≈å‡æ√ ∑’® ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π), ∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬∑“‡§¥–‡≈´ ®”°—¥,

∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬´“§“‡Õ–‡≈´ ®”°—¥ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå ∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫¡“µ√∞“π°“√º≈‘µ ISO 9002 ¡’°“√«‘®—¬§âπ§«â“ ·≈–æ—≤π“
«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫„À¡àÊ Õ¬à“ß ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ ∫√‘…—∑œ ®÷ß‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫§Ÿà·¢àß„π¥â“π§«“¡À≈“°À≈“¬¥â“π«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫ ·≈–µâπ∑ÿπ∑’ËµË”°«à“§Ÿà·¢àß

- ·π«‚πâ¡¿“«–Õÿµ “À°√√¡·≈– ¿“æ°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕπ“§µ
µ≈“¥™ÿ¥™—Èπ„πªí®®ÿ∫—π¡’¡Ÿ≈§à“ 8,000 ≈â“π∫“∑ ·≈–¡’·π«‚πâ¡‡µ‘∫‚µ¢÷ÈπÕ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‡π◊ËÕß®“°æƒµ‘°√√¡¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§

¡’§«“¡µâÕß°“√∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬¡“°¢÷Èπ°«à“Õ¥’µ ·≈–√Ÿª·∫∫¢Õß·ø™—Ëπ°“√·µàß°“¬°Á¡’°“√ª√—∫‡ª≈’Ë¬πÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ºŸâº≈‘µ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π
®÷ßµâÕß‡√àßæ—≤π“«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫·≈–¥’‰´πå√Ÿª·∫∫„À¡àÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫·ø™—Ëπ°“√·µàß°“¬ ·≈–µÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§
‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∑—π ∂“π°“√≥å

3.3 Õÿµ “À°√√¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬ ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ…
- ≈—°…≥–º≈‘µ¿—≥±å

∫√‘…—∑®—¥®”Àπà“¬‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬∫ÿ√ÿ…À≈“°À≈“¬·∫√π¥å„πµ”·Àπàß∑“ß°“√µ≈“¥∑’Ë·µ°µà“ß°—π°√–®“¬‡¢â“ ŸàÀ≈“¬
SEGMENT ¢Õßµ≈“¥ ·≈–¡’·∫√π¥å∑’Ë‡¢â¡·¢Áß‡ªìπ®”π«π¡“° ·≈– ”§—≠∑”„Àâ “¡“√∂§√Õ∫§√Õß à«π·∫àß∑“ß°“√µ≈“¥·≈–°√–®“¬
§«“¡‡ ’Ë¬ß∑’Ë®–‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ‰¥â

- °“√µ≈“¥
∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’π‚¬∫“¬°“√µ≈“¥∑’Ë¡ÿàß‡πâπ°√–∫«π°“√ √â“ß§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„®„Àâ°—∫≈Ÿ°§â“ ‚¥¬‡πâπ§«“¡ ”§—≠∑’Ë°“√µ≈“¥

(MARKET ORIENTED) ‚¥¬¡’°≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√·¢àß¢—π∑’Ë ”§—≠ §◊Õ
1. °≈¬ÿ∑∏åº≈‘µ¿—≥±å ¡ÿàßæ—≤π“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ „π¥â“π°“√µ—¥‡¬Á∫ °“√ «¡„ à «—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ¥’¡’π«—µ°√√¡

„À¡àÊ ∑—Èß¥â“π«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫ °“√„™âß“π ·≈–¬—ß§ß Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫ TREND FASHION ∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡°—∫°≈ÿà¡µ≈“¥‡ªÑ“À¡“¬
2. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ ¡ÿàß√—°…“√–¥—∫ —¥ à«π√“§“·≈–§ÿ≥¿“æ„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà„π√–¥—∫∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡ °“√„™âπ‚¬∫“¬°“√·¢àß¢—π¥â“π√“§“®–

„™â°—∫°“√∫√‘À“√ ‘π§â“≈â“ ¡—¬‡ªìπ ”§—≠ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‡°‘¥§«“¡¡—Ëπ„®„π°“√´◊ÈÕº≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
3. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ¡’°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬º≈‘µ¿—≥±å„πÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“™—Èππ”∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡¢â“∂÷ß°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬

‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∑—Ë«∂÷ß ‚¥¬®–‡πâπ°“√π”‡ πÕ§ÿ≥§à“¢Õßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å ‚¥¬π«—µ°√√¡„À¡à ·ø™—Ëπ∑’Ë∑—π ¡—¬ §ÿ≥¿“æ¥’ √“§“∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡ ¡’°“√
®—¥‚™«å ‘π§â“∑’Ë «¬ß“¡·≈–¡’æπ—°ß“π¢“¬„π®ÿ¥¢“¬‡æ◊ËÕ·π–π”º≈‘µ¿—≥±å ·≈–„Àâ∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬

4. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬ ¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√∑”‚¶…≥“ ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å §«“¡‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«¢Õß ‘π§â“„À¡à„πƒ¥Ÿ°“≈π«—µ°√√¡
„À¡àÊ √«¡∑—Èß·§¡‡ª≠°“√µ≈“¥‡æ◊ËÕ™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ —ß§¡ „Àâ°≈ÿà¡µ≈“¥‡ªÑ“À¡“¬‰¥â√—∫∑√“∫Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‚¥¬ºà“π ◊ËÕµà“ßÊ °‘®°√√¡ ≥
®ÿ¥¢“¬ ‚¥¬‡πâπ™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß §ÿ≥¿“æ ·≈–§«“¡πà“‡™◊ËÕ∂◊Õ¢Õßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡ªìπ ”§—≠

5. °“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√·≈–°“√√—∫ª√–°—π ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‡°‘¥§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® ∫√‘…—∑œ‡πâπ°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬ ∑’Ë®–µâÕß¡’
°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√∑’Ë√«¥‡√Á«·≈–ª√–∑—∫„® ·≈–¬‘π¥’‡ª≈’Ë¬π ‘π§â“„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“∑’Ë‡°‘¥§«“¡‰¡àæ÷ßæÕ„®„π§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑—π∑’

- ¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—π
„π™à«ßªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“ °“√¢¬“¬µ—«¢Õßµ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬™“¬ ¡’Õ—µ√“°“√‡µ‘∫‚µ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ 6-7% ·µà°“√·¢àß¢—π∑“ß¥â“π√“§“

°Á¬—ß§ß‡ªìπªí®®—¬À≈—°∑’ËºŸâº≈‘µµà“ßÊ ¡ÿàß‡πâπ ºŸâº≈‘µ∑’Ë¡’°“√ √â“ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å·≈– ”√«®§«“¡µâÕß°“√≈Ÿ°§â“Õ¬à“ß ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ®– “¡“√∂
·¬àß à«π·∫àß∑“ß°“√µ≈“¥‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂“«√

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
Doing good is like striding upstream: doing bad is like floating downstream.



We make people happy and beautiful.
‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π
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πÕ°®“°π’È °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß„π¥â“π™àÕß∑“ß®—¥®”Àπà“¬ °“√¢“¬¬—ß§ß‡πâπ„πÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“‡ªìπÀ≈—°·≈–°“√¢¬“¬™àÕß∑“ß
‰ª∑“ß¥â“π¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚µ√å ‡°‘¥°“√¢¬“¬µ—«Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« πÕ°®“°π’È °≈ÿà¡√â“π§â“√–¥—∫∑âÕß∂‘Ëπøóôπµ—«¡“°¢÷Èπ®“° ¿“«–‡»√…∞°‘®∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ
∑”„Àâ°≈ÿà¡ºŸâº≈‘µµâÕß¡ÿàßæ—≤π“ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ°“√º≈‘µ∑’Ë∑”„Àâµâπ∑ÿπ≈¥≈ß ‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®– “¡“√∂ √â“ßº≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡‡¢â“ Ÿà™àÕß∑“ßµà“ßÊ
‡À≈à“π’È‰¥â ¥—ßπ—Èπ º≈‘µ¿—≥±å∑’Ë¬÷¥§√Õßµ≈“¥Õ¬ŸàÕ¬à“ß·¢Áß·√ß‰¥â ®–µâÕß¡ÿàß‡πâπ§«“¡ “¡“√∂„π°“√ √â“ß™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß °“√µÕ∫ πÕßµàÕ
§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“·µà≈–°≈ÿà¡ ¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—πµâÕß§≈àÕßµ—«„π°“√®—¥°“√·≈–∫√‘À“√µâπ∑ÿπ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫„π√–¬–¬“«

„π¥â“π ∂“π¿“æ„π°“√·¢àß¢—π ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫„π°“√·¢àß¢—π ¥—ßπ’È
1. ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’°“√ √â“ß PORTFOLIO ¢Õß°≈ÿà¡º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬™“¬„Àâ¡’§«“¡§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡°≈ÿà¡µ≈“¥‡ªÑ“À¡“¬„π

À≈“°À≈“¬ SEGMENT ∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√°√–®“¬∑’Ë§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡°“√§√Õßµ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß·µàß°“¬™“¬·≈–‡°‘¥¥ÿ≈¬åµàÕ√Õß„π°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬
2. º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ®—°·≈–¬Õ¡√—∫„π¥â“π™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß·≈–§ÿ≥¿“æ
3. º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑¡’°“√æ—≤π“·≈–§‘¥§âππ«—µ°√√¡„À¡àÊ ‡¢â“ Ÿàµ≈“¥‰¥â ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ ‡æ√“–‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ®“°

ºŸâº≈‘µ√“¬„À≠à¢Õßª√–‡∑» (´÷Ëß‡ªìπ°≈ÿà¡∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ) ¡’°“√¢¬“¬‚√ßß“π∑’Ë “¡“√∂√Õß√—∫°“√‡µ‘∫‚µ ‚¥¬¡’µ—Èß·µà ‚√ßß“πªíòπ¥â“¬
‚√ßß“πøÕ°¬âÕ¡ ‚√ßß“πµ°·µàßºâ“ ®π∂÷ß‚√ßß“πº≈‘µ‡ ◊ÈÕ ”‡√Á®√Ÿª ‡æ◊ËÕ π—∫ πÿπ„Àâ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√ √â“ß à«π·∫àß∑“ß
°“√µ≈“¥∑’Ë‡µ‘∫‚µ¢÷ÈπÕ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß

- °“√®—¥À“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑
∫√‘…—∑œ ®—¥À“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å®“°‚√ßß“πºŸâº≈‘µ ”§—≠ 5 ∫√‘…—∑ §◊Õ
1. ∫√‘…—∑ ∏πŸ≈—°…≥å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ºŸâº≈‘µ ‡ ◊ÈÕ‡™‘Èµ ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥  Ÿ∑ ‡§√◊ËÕßÀπ—ß °√–‡ªÜ“
2. ∫√‘…—∑ ª√–™“Õ“¿√≥å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ºŸâº≈‘µ ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥ °“ß‡°ß
3. ∫√‘…—∑ ·™¡ªá‡Õ™ ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘µ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π °√–‡ªÜ“
4. ∫√‘…—∑ ‰À¡∑Õß ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘µ ‡ ◊ÈÕ‡™‘Èµ ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥ °“ß‡°ß
5. ∫√‘…—∑ ∫“ß°Õ°‰π≈àÕπ ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘µ∂ÿß‡∑â“
‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’∑’Ë„™â„π°“√º≈‘µ‡ªìπ‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’√–¥—∫°≈“ß ¡’°“√„™â°”≈—ß§π„π°“√º≈‘µæÕ ¡§«√ ¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π¡’°“√æ—≤π“

π”‡§√◊ËÕß®—°√Õ—µ‚π¡—µ‘‡¢â“¡“„™â‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ°√–∫«π°“√º≈‘µ∑—π ¡—¬·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ¡“°¢÷Èπ
πÕ°®“°π’È °≈ÿà¡∫√‘…—∑ºŸâº≈‘µ‰¥â®—¥µ—Èß‚√ßß“π„π‡¢µ àß‡ √‘¡°“√≈ß∑ÿπ ‚´π 3 ∑”„Àâ‰¥â ‘∑∏‘æ‘‡»…®“° BOI °àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥

§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫„π°“√æ—≤π“µâπ∑ÿπ
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Nature of Business
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1. Corporate Nature of Business
- Cosmetics and Perfumeries Industry

From the start of its incorporation in 1964, the companyûs core business has been involved in cosmetics sale under the
Japanese brand name Pias. The company has also imported the Italian brand Foltene for haircare since 1988. In 1990, Pure Care
cosmetics was launched and stressed on 80 % of skin care segment. Sheené was introduced in 1993, followed by Arty Professional
in 1997 and Honei V in 1999. By the year end of  2000, BSC Pure Care was launched to replace the original Pure Care in view of
brand strengthening and the latest brand  St. Andrews was built up in 2002 for further development as one of the strong house brands
of Saha Group.

- Lingerie Industry
Ladiesû lingerie sold and distributed by the company goes under 7 brand names-Wacoal, BSC, Elle, Variance, Vanity Fair,

Pop Line and Kullastri, all of which are well-accepted on the market in good reputation and quality. With many years of know-how and
experience in the lingerie industry, these brands have constantly undergone product development to ensure their fashionable design,
perfect fitting and comfortable wear, by prioritizing on consumer needs. In addition, there is standard quality control of materials and the
manufacturing process according to international standards.

- Menûs Wear Industry
The company is the distributor of menûs wear under such brands as Arrow, Excellency, Guy Laroche, Guy de Guy

Laroche, Daks, Elle Homme, Lacoste, Getaway, Zazch, BSC 2001, BSC EX, St. Andrews, Gunze, Mizuno and Le Coq
Sportif. The main distribution channels are made via department stores in Bangkok and upcountry with regular sales personnel to
provide product advice and after-sales service. A new distribution channel has also been expanded into discount stores.

2. Revenue Structure
As the company has conducted a business as a distributor  of consumer products within the same group of business, so it was

deemed no significance for the company to disclose proportion of revenue classified by business group.

3. Important changes made in the past year in terms of business practices
3.1 Cosmetics and Perfumeries Industry

- Product Characteristic
The company launched the brand St. Andrews for further development into a strong brand for the Saha Group. The

St. Andrews brand includes cosmetics and toiletries, focusing mainly on personal care products such as lip gloss and toiletries such as
shower cream, shampoo, body lotion, etc.

The BSC Pure Care brand targets an audience aged 20 years and above and its main products include skin care and make-
up products. Presently the brand has developed and expanded into the category of personal care (toiletries), further developing the
concept of aromatherapy and nanotechnology, which is an innovation that adds quality and effectiveness to skin care products. Its
particles measure at one in one hundred thousandth of a hair, resulting in a cream with nutrients that the skin can absorb deeply and
quickly, thus nourishing skin completely.

- Marketing
Looking at the overall picture of the cosmetics and perfumeries division, much weight was continuously given to various

innovations, especially powder cake, to preserve a continuous leadership in the powder cake market. This can be seen from the sale of
PIAS powder cake that conceals on three levels, suitable for the different skin types of Thai women, or the sale of Sheené Face Powder,
a powder cake without foundation in three skin tones, targeted at 15-18-year-olds. Moreover, Sheené has also invaded the mass market,
such as supermarkets, by launching Sheené Oil-Free Foam-an innovative foam with green tea extract that controls oily skin and does not
dry out and stretch facial skin.

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
Study the nature of each person to be able to delegate the right job.
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An outstanding product innovation is the launch of the Age Expert Series in the BSC Pure Care products that uses modern
technology like nanotechnology and combines it with lotus spirit extract to increase effectiveness in the nourishment of skin and the
reduction of wrinkles. It is also three times more effective than green tea in battling free radicals. A patent for the usage of lotus spirit
extract  as an antioxidant in drug, food supplement and cosmetics products was applied for in 2002 and will be received in January 2005,
making lotus spirit extract the sole property of BSC Pure Care, registered as intellectual property of Thai people.

- State of Competition
The state of competition may be considered according to the following distribution channels:

1) Counter Sales
International brand premium products are being imported and sold continuously in department stores with an expan-

sion of the sales counters or sales area, and an increase in TV advertisements by using a presenter to build familiarity for the brand. As
for existing brands, there is an expansion in the new customer base, made up of younger customers, and focuses more on products for
men. Department stores will evaluate the sales of each area. Brands with a high sales figure or the brands that department stores and
shops have imported themselves will have the choice of sales area or will be given priority to other benefits.

2) Discount Store
As there is a rapid increase of store branches both in and outside the city, there is a changing effect on customers who

now prefer good products and discounted prices. The price strategy is used especially to draw in middle class customers, which creates
the majority  of the country, giving discount stores a very quick response. Additionally, the large monetary investments made to expand
branches and for other administrative aspects have led to a complete and effective retail system. Thus, retail business in discount stores
is very powerful, as the power of negotiation is in their hands, leading to their offensive demand for profit. The competition is burdened
with a more intensified competition, leading to a higher investment. Discount stores also draw international investments, with irregular
fiscal year (non-yearly basis), allowing the continuous expansion of branches.

The result is that the supplier or competitor must face conditions that benefit the group of discount stores rather than
beneficial to both parties as in a win-win situation. Since discount stores use the strategy of lowering prices, drawing in consumers, the
competitor is left with the burden of demand for even lower prices for the chance of sales in that store.

If the product sales does not reach the target, chances are that the sales area will be reduced or revoked eventually to
give a chance to other brands or the house brand. Combined with the new retail trade system, for example a product distribution center,
the management of shelf area is done more quickly. Less needed products will be removed quickly, leaving space for the top three
products in the market and the house brand, causing the trade partners to burden more expenses from sales cost and promotion.

- Overall, given the increase of worldwide trade cooperation through trade or economic groups, at a global level such
as the World Trade Organization (WTO) or at a regional level such as APEC, tax walls have decreased, making local trading partners face
higher competition. Cost reduction and price increase strategy has been used to compete with imported products.

- Other factors impacting the state of competition to attract customers include competition from business outside
the cosmetics industry (generic competition), such as real estate, automobiles, mobile phones, etc.

- Product Acquisition
- In terms of production, currently 90% of all of the companyûs products is manufactured in the country, mostly by the

International Laboratories Corp., Ltd. and S & J International Enterprise Public Co., Ltd.  both belonging to the Saha Group and under the
quality management of ISO 9002. Another 10% of the companyûs products are imported.

- Global sourcing involves the search for ingredients and packaging from all over the world.
- Industrial Trends and Future Competition

There has been a 10% growth in the cosmetics industry this year, calculated to a value of Baht 27,000 million. In 2005 the
competition in the field of cosmetics will be more intense as local manufacturers must compete with importers. Local manufacturers will
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receive less protection from the government, especially with the import tax of ASEAN countries being 5%. Combined with the changing
behavior of consumers-less brand loyalty and no attachment to any one brand by trying many different brands to find products best
suited to them. There is also lack of support from the government in terms of research and development and various technologies for
local manufacturers, causing them to import technology from foreign countries. There is also the matter of the increased cost of fuel,
causing products in the middle market to change accordingly.

3.2 Lingerie Industry
- Product Characteristic

The company has introduced a new line of lingerie under the brand BSC.
- Marketing

The marketing focuses mainly on meeting the needs of consumers. It has created products of high value, based on
consumer behavior research and study of figures of Thai women to answer to the real need of Thai consumers. The growth of the sale
of the lingerie of the company stresses on the concentration growth strategy. Focus is on vertical growth, which has to do with the
production line and sale channels, where the company has a close relationship with the manufacturing factory to cooperate in minimizing
production costs, controlling raw materials and inventory for highest mutual benefit. There is also focus on horizontal growth, which
accents on the expansion of the production line to cover all needs of the market by using the STP (Segmentation, Targeting, and
Positioning) strategy.

1. Product Strategy - the company aims at the development of quality products by dividing the format of the production
into three groups as follows:

- The function group, which responds to the needs of the consumers in various aspects, such as body type, purpose
of usage, or special techniques in sewing. The company will sell quality products that accurately meet consumersû needs.

- The fashion group responds to the needs of the consumers in terms of emotion and preference at a given
moment. The company will keep in mind the current trends as well as the needs of the market in a timely fashion.

- The innovation group is one that builds creativity for the product to be of interest because of its uniqueness, for
example çFeel Freeé, lingerie without rubber edges, and çWacoalé sports bras with scent and cell regenerating characteristics or the
addition of çHeyaboshié substance to prevent bacteria.

2. Pricing Strategy - product pricing currently focuses on the appropriateness in regards to the purchasing power of the
target group of each brand, the image of the product, production costs, and basic marketing costs, keeping in mind the building of
highest possible customer satisfaction.

3. Sales and Distribution Strategy - the company sells womenûs lingerie products through counter sales, with sales
personnels providing service at sales counters nationwide via three channels, which are department stores, discount stores, and general
stores. Focus is on finding a sales area suitable for the product as well as adding channels to sell specialty products like the sports bra.
There will be discussion for placing that product in the sports area or specialty store specifically for fitness products.

4. Advertising and Sales Promotion Strategy
4.1 Advertising

Focus on mass media that reaches a wide range of the target audience to build image and confidence in the
product. Mass media includes magazines, bus shelter signs and newspapers, as examples.

4.2 PR through IT
With the current growing trend in Information Technology, it is deemed appropriate to utilize the IT media in public

relations. The corporate website was set up to publicize new products and update information for easier interaction with customers, with
a view to foster better relationship and giving consumers a better impression of products and appealing to their purchase interest and
behavior.

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
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4.3 Sales Promotion
- Special events and sales activities at the selling area are organized to attract customers and to boost sales of

products.
- Promoting sales through advertisement media, such as distributing coupons to encourage customers to visit the

sales area or public relations focusing on promotions and complimentary gifts through newspapers and sending messages through
mobile phones, for example.

- Promoting sales through complimentary samples of new products to introduce innovative products to customers
from the WACOAL brand, the first producers of lingerie for sleeping time. Customers and Thai women have been informed the message
that  this product can help protect the breasts when sleeping.

4.4 Joint Activities with Shops and Stores
Create a relationship with shops through projects such as çLetûs Sexy Get Bonusé in collaboration with ROBINSON

Department Store. Customers who purchase lingerie will receive stickers they can collect to exchange for interesting prizes. The aim of
this activity is to build good relationships between the product owner, the department store, and the customers.

5. Service and Guarantee Strategy
Salesgirls with expertise in womenûs figures will provide service in choosing the right lingerie to fit female body so as

to achieve the highest customer satisfaction in product quality, also welcoming product exchange or making alteration.
- State of Competition

1. Competitive Situation
The economic situation in the past year has shown signs of steady improvement. Though there has been some

slowing down due to the situation of the raised oil prices, womenûs lingerie is a product used in oneûs daily life, especially bras and
panties, so lingerie products still bring in main revenue consistently. Furthermore, the company sees the importance of other groups of
products that help promote underwear products, such as lingerie and foundation underwear to shape figures, for example body suits and
girdles. These are also well-maintained groups.

The competition in lingerie products among traders focus on competition that is concerned with customer
responsiveness, as follows:

1. Production - Dedication to the production so that the product will be available in various styles to respond to
the variety in the needs of consumers. The production division will have more flexible production system.

2. Marketing - Responding to the needs of consumers via various attractive promotions.
3. Logistic Management - Preparing the distribution and transportation of products efficiently and in a timely

manner to meet customersû needs.
4. R&D - Continuous research and development to be aware of the marketûs true needs.
5. Human Resources - The training of sales staff to always be concerned with the importance of service to the

customers.
2. Number and Size of Competitors

The womenûs lingerie industry has a high number of obstacles when entering the market. Players that can
survive must have a full-cycled business, beginning with the import of raw materials, the production of some raw materials, sewing, and
the sale of products. Furthermore, lingerie is a product where consumers are usually rather attached to brands and so building brand
awareness is an expensive process. Additionally, sales channels require a middleman, such as a department store or a discount store,
which requires discussions and negotiations. With these factors in mind, the entrance into the womenûs lingerie market is not at all easy.
There are about twenty direct competitors in this industry who employ the same sales channels, so competition is severe. Since the
customer base of the seven ICC brands include WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VARIANCE, VANITY FAIR, POP LINE, and KULLASTRI, the
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customer base can be expanded to cover consumers with a number of different needs, holding 60% of the total market share through
main sales channels.

3. Status and Potential for Corporate Competition
The company has strong potential in the competitive ladiesû lingerie industry, as it represents several well-known

brands of ladiesû lingerie and is also the distributor of WACOAL, which is a valuable brand leader, a very strong aspect of power in
various negotiations. It is an advantage over other competitors in terms of creating strategic synergy in helping other brands of the
company to gain more income and fill the market gaps, resulting in full benefits to the company.

- Product Acquisition
ICC is currently carrying seven lingerie brands, produced by two major manufacturers:
1. Thai Wacoal Public Co., Ltd., manufacturer of Wacoal and Pop Line.
2. Pattaya Manufacturing Co., Ltd., manufacturer of Variance, Kullastri, Vanity Fair, BSC and Elle.
Suppliers of raw materials for both these companies are Textile Prestige Plc., Thai Takeda Lace Co., Ltd.,

and Thai Sakae Lace Co., Ltd, all of which belong to the Saha Group with manufacturing standard under ISO 9002. Research and
development of new material have consistently been conducted resulting to advantages over competitors in terms of having a wide
range of raw material and also lower production cost.

- Industrial Trend and Future Competition
The current lingerie market has a value of eight billion baht and is likely to grow continuously. This is owing

to consumer behavior, which has a need for more varieties of products to catch up with the fast-changing trends of the fashion industry.
Lingerie manufacturers have to respond to new developments in material and design in order to keep abreast of the changing fashion
and consumer needs.

3.3 Menûs Wear Industry
- Product Characteristic

The company distributes various brands of menûs wear in different market positions, extending to many segments of the
market, and has many strong brands. This can help the company to hold strongly the market shares and help to diversify its business
risk.

- Marketing
The company has a market-oriented policy with focus on means of obtaining customer satisfaction on the following key

strategies:
1. Product Strategy : Focus is on improving the quality of products in terms of cutting, comfortable-wear, high-quality and

innovative material, both in raw materials and usage, as well as fashion trends that respond to the target marketûs needs.
2. Pricing Strategy : Focus is on maintaining the right proportion between price and quality. A competitive pricing policy

is mainly used on outdated products, so as to give consumers confidence in the companyûs products.
3. Distribution Strategy: Arrangement is made to see that products are thoroughly distributed at leading department

stores nationwide to reach the target market. Focus is on presentation of innovative product value, fashionable, prime quality, reasonable
pricing, attractive display and provision of salespersons to recommend products and give after-sales service.

4. Sales Promotion Strategy: Focus is on advertising and public relations of new products in season, product innovations
and marketing campaign for social contribution to constantly reach the target marketûs awareness via the mass media and point-of-sale
activities with an emphasis on product image, quality and credibility.

5. Service and Guarantee: To achieve customer satisfaction, the company focuses on prompt and impressive after-sales
service as well as on welcoming exchange of goods in case of any dissatisfaction found in product quality.

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
Righteousness and tranquility are fundamental elements to human resource management.



- State of Competition
Over the past years, market expansion of menûs wear remained unchanged at marginal growth only 6-7 percent,

but pricing was still the major factor used by manufacturers to stay in competition. Manufacturers who consistently fostered good
relationship and conducted research on consumer needs would gain more of the market share permanently.

Besides, changes in distribution channel have resulted to the concentration on sale in department stores and discount
stores which are currently in fast expansion. Provincial shop business has started to pick up due to economic recovery. Hence, the
manufacturing group has a compulsory trend toward developing production efficiency to minimize production cost and to produce
suitable products to sell through these channels. As a result, the strong and dominant products must be reputation-oriented to meet the
requirements of each segment market, while flexible management and cost efficiency must be strictly performed in order to gain long-
term advantages.

As far as the state of competition is concerned, some advantages still prevail. They are:
1. The companyûs menûs wear has created a wide range of product lines (portfolio) which can cover the whole target

market in many various segments, resulting to the wide range of distribution and strong market share as well as the balance of
negotiating power in distribution.

2. The companyûs products are well-known and well-accepted for their high reputation and quality.
3. The companyûs products have undergone development and successfully-and consistently-launched innovations into

the market owing to support from major suppliers (belonging to the Group). There is an expansion of factories to cater to this growth,
from the thread-spinning factory, dyeing factory, cloth decoration factory to ready-made shirts manufacturing factories, to support the
company in its potential to create a growing share in the market continuously.

- Product Acquisition
The company has acquired products from 5 major suppliers, namely:
1. Thanulux Plc., manufacturer of shirts, T-shirts, suits, bags and leather goods.
2. Peopleûs Garment Plc., manufacturer of T-shirts and trousers.
3. Champ Ace Co.,Ltd., manufacturer of undergarments and bags.
4. Thai Itokin Co.,Ltd., manufacturer of shirts, T-shirts and trousers
5. Bangkok Nylon Co.,Ltd., manufacturer of socks
Manufacturing technology is medium-ranged, with a fair number of workers and modern use of automated machinery for

higher production efficiency.
Moreover, the manufacturing group has established factories within the BOI-promoted Industrial area (Zone 3), resulting

in a decisive advantage on the production cost.
- Industrial Trend and Future Competition

From an industry that has a tendency of expanding, yet the state of competition is also becoming more intense. The
number of competitors will increase due to the Free Trade Agreement (FTA), which includes import tax deductions. Thus foreign brands
and cheap products from China will be imported as competition in the Thailand market more frequently.

And so, to create an advantage from management, both in terms of investment and the quality of the product, which is
important for future competition, it is important to create new innovations and marketing activities, especially those that focus on
building relationships. Also, new and unique ways of communication should be launched to draw in the interest of customers and to hold
their loyalty, rather than just through pricing strategies in terms of competition.
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